
Part 1: Setup Mock in the Maven pom.xml 

 

In this part, we will guide how to setup the Mock in the Eclipse that using Maven. We 

assume that the Maven is already installed in Eclipse. 

 

In order to add a Maven dependency to the Mockito library, please follow these steps: 

1.Double-click on the Maven pom.xml file in your Eclipse project (this is the Maven 

configuration file) 

 

2.Under the dependencies tab (NOT the "dependency hierarchy" tab)  Click the 

"Add..." button beside the left-hand "Dependencies" column. 

 

3.In the Dependency Properties window  Set the following properties: 

Group Id: org.mockito 

Artifact Id: mockito-core 

Version: 2.8.9 

Type: jar 

Scope: test 

You can leave the other fields empty 

 

4.Click OK when done. 

Save pom.xml via File->Save All 

 

5.Maven will automatically download Mock lib into your local classpath.  

Thanks for Maven for this useful feature ^^. 

 

If you face any issues, please refer to this FAQ: 

https://prestobear.com/2017/11/eclipse-problem-issue/  

 

 



Part 2: Introduction on Mock  

 

For example, we have a JUnit test method as: 

@Test(expected = IllegalArgumentException.class) 

public void shouldNotAllowNegativeWeight() { 

   new WeightedGrade(new SimpleGrade(50), -10.0); 

} 

This method checks that the constructor for WeightedGrade properly 

throws IllegalArgumentException if a negative number is passed as the weight. 

 

Some things to note here: 

+We are testing the WeightedGrade class, not the SimpleGrade class but the test 

for WeightedGrade requires that SimpleGrade already exist (this is called 

a dependency) 

+Furthermore, we are assuming that SimpleGrade is implemented correctly. This last 

assumption is a dangerous one: 

+What happens if SimpleGrade's constructor throws IllegalArgumentException here? 

Answer: the test will pass, but for the wrong reasons -- this test should only pass 

if WeightedGrade's constructor throws IllegalArgumentException. 

+What happens if SimpleGrade causes some other kind of exception?  

Answer: the test will fail, but again for the wrong reasons. We only want the test to fail 

if WeightedGrade is incorrect, not because some other class it depends upon is 

incorrect. 

 

The ideal in unit testing is to truly test a unit of code -- here, a class -- in isolation.   

What this really means is that we should remove all the test's dependencies on other 

classes. 

 

This poses a problem, though.  Here is the header for WeightedGrade's constructor: 

public WeightedGrade(Grade decoratedGrade, double weight) 

Our test needs to construct a WeightedGrade object, but to do so we need 

a Grade object to pass to it. As originally written the test used 

the SimpleGrade implementation of Grade, but there's no reason SimpleGrade (or any 

other particular implementation of Grade) is necessary -- it was simply convenient to 

use it. This is where the concept of mock objects comes into play: a mock object is an 

object that "stands in" for a dependency and behaves according to rules the tester 

writes. 

 



For now, all we need to do is replace SimpleGrade with a mock implementation 

of Grade. The Mockito framework you added in the setup makes this very easy.  Find 

the place in the test where it creates a SimpleGrade object, i.e., 

new SimpleGrade(50) 

and replace it with a mocked Grade object: 

mock(Grade.class) 

 

If you get an error on mock(), make sure you have the following import statement at the 

top: 

import static org.mockito.Mockito.*; 

 

Now run your tests; they should pass.  

So what have we done? We have removed this test's dependence on the existence of 

a SimpleGrade class; the mock provides a stub implementation of the Grade interface 

suitable for testing purposes. Now we have greater confidence that if this test passes 

that WeightedGrade (the class-under-test) is correct, and that when the test fails, 

that WeightedGrade is the culprit. 

 

Now find the remaining dependency in TestWeightedGradeConstructor and replace it 

with a mock object. All tests should pass when you're done. 



Part 3: Mocking a Method Call 

 

Open the TestWeightedGradeGetValue class. Go ahead and add the Mockito import 

since we'll need it. 

 

Start by renaming the simpleGrade instance variable to mockGrade (use Eclipse's 

refactor functionality to make this quick!). This naming will better reflect the variable's 

purpose.  Since mockGrade's type is already Grade there's no need to change its type. 

 

Note that mockGrade is still being initialized to a SimpleGrade object in 

the setup() method. As you previously learned, turn that into a mock object. 

 

Now look over the tests in this class. You'll notice the assertions now have some 

relevance to mockGrade's getValue() method (WeightedGrademultiplies it's weight by 

the getValue() from its decorated Grade). If you run the tests right now, they'll fail 

because while mockGrade exists as an object, it's getValue() is undefined. One thing we 

do with mocked objects is script how their methods behave.  Here, we're 

testing WeightedGrade, so all the mocked Grade really needs to do is give it a value 

back when needed.  We can configure the mock to do that using a when() and 

a thenReturn(), like this: 

when(mockGrade.getValue()).thenReturn(100.00); 

 

What this says is "when getValue() is called on mockGrade, then make it return 100.0". 

Put a different way, we're effectively creating a stubbed object that returns a hard-coded 

100.0, equivalent to this: 

public class MockGrade implements Grade { 

   public double getValue() { 

      return 100.0; 

   } 

} 

Except, of course, the Mockito framework is doing this for us when we create mocks 

and use when() on them.  So put the when() from above in the setup, right after the 

mock creation -- this will setup the mock for all tests -- and then re-run the tests.  They 

should pass. You've now freed your test class from dependence on SimpleGrade's 

particularly implementation of getValue(). 



Part 4: Pratice  

 

You know enough now to work through the following test classes and remove any and 

all dependencies, replacing them with mock objects: 

+TestCompositeGradeConstructor 

+TestCompositeGradeAdd 

+TestCompositeGradeAddAll 

+TestSumOfGradesStrategyCalculate 

+TestAverageOfGradesStrategyCalculate 

 

Note you may need several mocked objects in some test classes. 

 

Mocking interaction 

Sometimes we are more concerned with how our object-under-test interacts with a 

mocked object in terms of what methods it calls, when it calls them, and what 

parameters it passes to them.  Consider the DropLowestStrategy: this class decorates 

a GradeCalculationStrategy, which we'll call the child. When 

the DropLowestStrategy's calculate() method is called with a list of Grades, it calls the 

child's calculate() method with that same list of Grades minus the lowest Grade. Our 

tests should, then, look something like the following sequence diagram: 

 
Put another way, the test will call calculate() on our DropLowestStrategy (the object-

under-test). But instead of making some assertion about its return value, what we're 

really interested in is the parameter it passes to its child strategy.  Our test passes if that 

parameter is a list with the lower grade removed. 

 



Your remaining task is to remove any dependencies from 

TestDropLowestStrategyCalculate. For most tests, your general approach will be: 

+set up a list of all grades 

+call calculate() on the DropLowestStrategy object with that list of all grades 

+set up a list of all grades minus the lowest 

+use Mockito's verify() method to verify that the mocked child strategy's calculate was 

called with the "lowest dropped" list. 


